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ABSTRACT:  
This study is an analysis of the relevance of Chirikure`s poetry in 
depicting the political realities obtaining in Zimbabwe stretching from 
the colonial period up to today. It proceeds from the realisation that 
literature cannot be separated from the politics of the society in which 
it is produced.  The research reveals that Chirikure`s poetry is potent, 
liberative and life-affirming. He starts down memory lane exposing 
the ills of the diabolic colonial system before making a paradigm shift 
in the depiction of the liberation war by giving a more realistic version 
unlike the earlier Shona poets. Chirikure then makes a fearless and 
relentless attack on the post-independence Zimbabwean political 
leaders for betraying the people as they are failing to live contenting 
lives mainly because of the misguided rule of the leaders. He calls for 
change in political leadership as the solution to the problems making 
his poetry typical ‘’pedagogy of the oppressed ’’.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This research is an attempt to critically examine some of Chirikure 
Chirikure`s poems in his three anthologies Rukuvhute  (The Umbilical  
Cord,1989), Chamupupuri ( The whirlwind,1994) and Hakurarwi ( We 
Shall Not Sleep,1998) in the context of political developments in 
Zimbabwe. These developments stretch from the colonial period, the 
war of liberation , independence and post-independence periods .The 
main thrust of this paper is to analyse the relevance of the poetry in  
terms of depicting the political reality obtaining in the various periods 
as well as its influence in determining the direction political events 
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should take. A survey of the thematic concerns reveals that the poet 
devotes most of the space to politics particularly in Hakurarwi hence 
the quest to analyse the poetry`s relevance as far as advancing the 
nation`s interests and developments are concerned. Since the colonial 
period, the political terrain in Zimbabwe has never been stable and it 
is the interest if this paper to observe the manner in which the poet 
articulates the situation obtaining on the ground. 
 
 
COLONIAL POETRY 
 
This section focuses on the depiction of the political situation in 
colonial Zimbabwe, then known as Rhodesia. Just like other colonies, 
the society in Rhodesia was racist as the blacks were segregated as the 
other race, inferior to the whites, coloureds and Indians. The 
discrimination experienced by blacks was in all spheres of life be it 
politics, economic structures, social life and religion. In reality, the 
colonial world was characterized by violence against the blacks and it 
came in all its forms: physical violence, psychological violence and 
structural violence. Physical violence was mainly administered by 
state agents like the police and the army in which force was applied to 
pacify blacks. As for psychological violence, there were mechanisms 
put in place to ensure total control of the black people and this was 
administered mainly through the education system and the church. 
When it comes to structural violence, these were mechanisms the 
colonial maters put in place to ensure that blacks did not progress to 
the level of their white masters in political, social and economic 
spheres. The education system was also regulated through the bottle 
neck system that ensured that the number of blacks decreased as the 
level of education increased. Education regulates one`s access to 
certified skills and jobs therefore this became a systematic way of 
eliminating blacks from better paying jobs. Chirikure describes the ill-
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treatment of blacks by the colonial masters in the poem ‘’Hadzisi 
nhema`` (It is not lies) in Rukuvhute where he says: 
 

Kukuudza nhasi uno haunganzwisisi, 
Kuti ini sekuru vako ndaiva imbwa yemumwe, 
Mumwe murume mudiki pazera aindidaidza achiti ‘’Boy!’’ 
(If I tell you today you may not understand 
That I your grandfather was a dog to somebody 
A young man calling me ‘’Boy!’’) 
 
 
The poet is showing the attitude the colonialists had towards 

the blacks when they often referred to in bestial terms to emphasise 
their inferiority. Achebe (1989:11) notes that this behavior towards the 
Africans has been immortalized among the whites and cites the 
declaration by Albert Schweitzer that; ‘’ The African is indeed my 
brother, but my junior brother’’. He further notes that a British 
governor in Rhodesia in the 1950s defined the partnership between 
blacks and whites in his territory as one between the horse and its 
rider, the whites being the riders and the blacks the horses. This is 
what Chirikure captures in the above poem. Also, he notes that the 
blacks were subjected to draconian and extortionate taxation, which 
was meant only to improve the living conditions of the colonial 
masters whilst the blacks languished in abject poverty. The situation 
described by the poet is aptly summarised by Baldwin (1963:17) when 
he says: 
 

…you should perish in the ghetto, perish by never being 
allowed to go beyond the white man`s definitions, by never 
allowed to spell your proper name. 
 
This projection of colonial society is crucial as it will help on 

explaining the problems bedeviling post-independence Zimbabwe as 
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some of them can be best understood in the context of colonial 
history. Ansel Wang (2007:10) notes on the importance of history: 
 

Understanding where we came from the obstacles that were 
confronted and strategies that were adopted to overcome 
them are the ‘’history’’ that will inform our futures. 
Learning from the past will enable us to build the bridges 
and form the alliances that will prepare us from meeting the 
unforeseen. 
 

 
Therefore by starting down memory lane on colonialism, 

Chirikure is trying to link the current situation obtaining in the 
country to what transpired in the past. 
 
 
LIBERATION WAR POETRY 
 
The previous section dealt with the problems confronting blacks in 
Rhodesia and because of the injustices that the blacks decided to wage 
the war of liberation. Zimbabwe`s political leaders especially those 
belonging to the Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front 
(ZANU PF) has distorted the events of the liberation struggle in their 
attempt to manipulate political events in the post-independence era. 
The sacrifice they made to liberate is used as defense to stick to power 
regardless of f their failure to fulfill the expectations of independence. 
Most of the war literature especially indigenous languages give the 
official version of the struggle, which is full of distortions. The war 
has been presented as great soothing one and there has been 
recreation of guerrilla images in grand terms. As a result, the war has 
been romanticized with guerrillas portrayed as super human and 
always victorious whilst the settler forces were on the receiving end. 
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This is unexpected from writers who should be driven by the passion 
for the truth. 
 

However, Chirikure makes a paradigm shift from the early 
literature of the liberation war as he gives a more realistic picture. The 
liberation struggle is and important phase and is a reference point in 
the discourse that relates to the nation or nationhood, patriotism 
national development. It is therefore important that a correct version 
of the liberation war be given. The extreme hurdles that the people 
had to overcome on daily basis characterised the war. There was 
nothing exciting in participating in the war as portrayed in the early 
literary works. In ‘’ Ndihwo Hupenyu Hwacho’’ (That is what Life is) in 
Rukuvhute Chirikure aptly describes the environment that 
characterized the war: 

 
  Misodzi 
    Dikita  
      Ropa 

Umhutu 
  Inda 
    Madari 

Shungu 
  Hasha 
    Chinya 

Ndihwo Hupenyu Hwamasango 
(Tears 

   Sweat   Blood 
Mosquitoes 

   Lice  
     Ticks 

Determination 
    Anger 
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 Impatience 
That is the life of the struggle) 
 
 
Chirikure is a performing artist and this is the reason that 

some his poems have slanting lines. Performing poetry makes it more 
accessible to the people than leaving it to the written text. As 
Chiwome (1996:113) notes, the fighters of the liberation struggle had 
to content with the starvation, thrust, desire, anger, and frustration. 
This contrasts with the official version of the war in which guerrillas 
are given larger than life characters. Apart from this, Chirikure 
deviates from the trend set by the earlier poets like those in Chakarira 
Chindundima who celebrate the lives of those heroes who were 
accorded national hero status. These were mainly high-ranking 
government officials. Instead, he focuses and celebrates the deeds of 
the unsung heroes whose death was witnessed by peasant community 
and were nearly forgotten after independence. These heroes were 
buried without dignity as there were no usual rites of rituals that 
accompanied the funerals. The poet envies the self-sacrifice of these 
guerrillas in Ndipo Patakamuviga Pano (That is Where We Buried 
Him/Her) found in the anthology Rukuvhute:  

  
Ndipo paari Comrade Kunozvarwa Vamwe 
Gamba rakaita muchato negidi, 
Mhare yakachererwa imba nebhayoneti, 
Ndokufukidzwa ivhu nemagaro epfuti 
 
(Here lies Comrade Kunozvarwa Vamwe 
The hero who was buried the by the gun 
The illustrious one whose grave was dug by a 
bayonet 
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And was buried by a gun, 
And was mourned by wild animals.) 
 
The practice of according hero status in Zimbabwe has been 

manned by controversy, as this has been the monopoly of the ZANU 
(PF) Politburo, the party`s highest decision making body. Those 
belonging to other political parties and perceived to be enemies of the 
party and therefore of the state are being exclude from receiving such 
recognition. Krigger (1995:156) notes that almost all national heroes 
have been high ranking officials and politicians and this has raised 
concern about the kind of national values that the government is 
creating. Apart from promoting the politics of exclusion, the exercise 
of according hero status, has been criticized because of the hierarchy 
created to the liberation war heroes within ZANU (PF). There are 
three kinds namely the district hero, the provincial hero, and the 
national hero. Brickhill cited in Krigger (ibid, 165) notes that this 
hierarchy of heroes mirrors the post-war dispensation as it symbolizes 
the politics of resource allocation in which the capital and government 
elite enjoy privileges that are denied the majority of the people. It is 
these issues that Chirikure castigates in the poem ‘’ Ndipo 
Patakamuviga Pano’’ (That is Where We Buried Him) as he celebrates 
the unsung heroes who do not even fit in the three categories created 
by the political elite. The poet is therefore calling for the correction of 
the distorted history as this is crucial and fundamental in nation 
building as the people`s future is rooted in their history. Baldwin 
(1967:73) warns of the dangers of distorting history when he argues 
that: 
 

An invented past can never be used; it cracks and crumbles 
under the pressure of life like clay in a season of 
drought…For the sake of one`s children, in order to 
minimize the bill they must pay, one must be careful not to 
refuge in any delusion. 
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The condemnation of monopolising history is further 
reflected in ‘’Donongodza Zvako’’ (Say it All) in the anthology 
Hakurarwi. In the poem, the author warns the political leaders against 
their participation in the liberation struggle as a means of pacifying 
the people who are protesting against their failure to fulfill the 
expectations that came with independence. The former freedom 
fighters who are at the top echelons of the government constantly 
remind the people about their sufferings which they endured and 
how bitter and protracted the liberation war was. However, this 
should not be used as justification to evade criticism and creating 
cultists; 

 Donongodz a zvako nhorondo yako! 
 Hnadioni chakaipa apa mhare yedu, 
 Ndokunge chete chinangwa chako pamoyo, 
 Kusiri kuda kundiita chikuku vata-vata 
 Ndichizoswera ndokushumira saZame 
 Uku iwe uchimora wega uchi nemukaka…(7) 
 (Tell us your history 
 There is nothing wrong, our hero 
 If it is not your aim to pacify me, 
 So that I praise like God, 

Whilst you are looting the national cake…) 
 

Fanon (1963:136) aptly describes this behavior of post-
independence African leaders: 
 

The leader, because he refuses to break up the national 
bourgeoisie, asks people to fall back into the past and 
to become drunk on the remembrance of the epoch 
which led up to independence… today he uses every 
means to put them to sleep and three or four times a 
year asks them to remember the colonial period and to 
look back a long way they have come since then. 
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Apart from celebrating the lives and achievements of the 
unsung heroes, Chirikure also salutes the peasants for their 
contributions and the hardships they endured during the protracted 
war of liberation. They occupied the most precarious position as 
supporting either the colonial forces or the freedom fighters could 
result in punitive action being taken against the especially death by 
either side of the warring parties. The poet describes the dangers 
peasants faced in the Pakamungoma (Gutu) [At Pakamungoma (Gutu) ] 
in Rukuvhute in which they were massacred whilst attending a night 
meeting with the freedom fighters, referred to as pungwe. The incident 
is a real one recorded in national history. Therefore one can argue that 
Chirikure is putting ordinary men and women at the center of history, 
in fact and quite rightly, as the chief makers of history. He is actually 
rewriting history deconstructing the myth by the political leaders that 
they made the most sacrifices and their role was centripetal. In reality 
they were at the periphery of the struggle 
 
 
INDEPENDENCE POETRY 
 

In the last section it has been shown that the poet deconstructs 
the official versions and myths about the liberation war and gives a 
sober and more correct version. The intention of this section is to 
examine how the poet views the attainment of political independence 
in 1980. Chiwome (ibid: 89) argues that Shona poetry published 
between 1980 and 1990 is charcterised by euphoria as the writers 
joined in nation in the celebrations. The picture these writers created 
is that the problems the Africans faced during the colonial period had 
come to an end with the attainment if independence. Although 
Chirikure celebrates the coming of independence, he warns the 
leaders and the nation at large to be industrious and focused so as to 
ensure the development. This is reflected in the poem ‘’Chava 
Chigondora Chava Chimombe’’ (You Have Now Grown Up) in the 
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anthology Rukuvhute written in remembrance of the independence 
commemorations in the year 1985. The first few years after 
independence were characterized by an economic and expansion of 
social services particularly in health and education in most of the 
parts of the country save for the Matabeleland and other parts of the 
Midlands provinces which were disturbed by the civil war between 
the ruling ZANU government and the dissidents belonging to the 
then opposition ZAPU. Also, the country had sound international 
relations which made the environment conducive for foreign 
investment aiding development in the country. Therefore, at 
independence everything was at the country`s disposal to ensure that 
it progresses well to meet the people`s expectations as the dawn of the 
colonial period passed away. The poet uses powerful imagery in the 
Shona proverbial lore in which the bullock which has developed 
horns should use them for its own defense. The poem shows that it 
was written by a reflective mind that refuses to be carried away by the 
excitement that characterized the independence days. 

 
 
POST-INDEPENDENCE POETRY 
 
This section is an analysis of the manner in which the poet depicts life 
in post-independence Zimbabwe. Chirikure `s poetry is largely satiric 
as he castigates the political leadership for failing to fulfill the goals of 
independence.  As has been indicated earlier, he is a performing artist 
and combines his poetry with mbira (the thumb piano) music. 
Musiyiwa (2004) notes that this combination is significant taking into 
cognisance the role mbira music has among the Shona people. He 
notes that it played a conscientising role about their rights and 
freedoms in the colonial period. The in the second war of liberation, 
the mbira was an effective means of saying out anti-colonial 
sentiments. Therefore, Chirikure uses it in the post-independence era 
to raise the most sensitive issues particularly on politics. The picture 
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portrayed is typical of the Fanonian pitfalls of national consciousness 
as people battle to live a contenting life. The liberation struggle was 
mainly centered on the land issue as the Africans were forcibly 
removed from arable land by the white colonial masters. This was a 
major grievance as land to the Africans does not only have economic 
significance but also cultural ones as it links them to the their 
ancestors buried in it hence people would refer to one another as 
mwana wevhu(son/daughter of the soil). The ZANU (PF) government 
was only forced to embark on a full scale programme after the 
emergence of the formidable opposition in form of the Movement of 
Democratic Change (MDC) formed in 1999. This has raised suspicion 
that this was a move to shake off the challenge from the popular 
party. The poem Mhiko (Promise) in Chamupupuri was written before 
the government embarked on the controversial fast-track 
redistribution programme and it shows that the leaders had betrayed 
the people; 

 Makombo  
 Minda 
 Ivhu rababa 
 Ndiro raiva mbariro dzemhiko dzamagamba zvino 
 Tinoimbei 
 Tinodetembei 
 Tinonyorei, 
 Iyo mhiko isakazadziswa. (14) 
 (Virgin land 
 Fields 
 Our farmers’ land 
 Was the key to the sacrifices of the heroes, 

 So what are we singing? 
 So what are we writing? 

 When the promise has not been fulfilled? 
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Failure by the government to provide land both for farming 
and accommodation has resulted in people becoming squatters 
especially in urban areas where the living conditions are shown to be 
horrible. This is reflected in Tiri Pano (PaPorta Farm) (We here (At 
Porta Farm) in Chamupupuri. Porta Farm was the largest squatter 
camp located just outside the capital city Harare. The government 
took several years to displace the people from the farm as they 
resisted since they had no alternative places to live in. The living 
conditions are shown to be squalid and unfit for human habitation; 

   
Hongu hazvina musoro kubvunzana 
‘’Ko mavata sei?’’ 
Ungabvunza zviri pamhene akaita ngonono, dzihwa, 
dzivo? 
Handiti madziro ematumba edu anongova mapepa?  
 
(Of course it does not make sense to ask 
‘’How was your sleep?’’ 
How can you ask when it is clear  
Who has slept well, who has flue and who had a 
fight? 
Is it not that the walls of our huts are made of paper?) 
 
 
Apart from the failure to address the land issue and 

accommodation woes, the late 1980s saw the country facing 
shortages of basic commodities. The country`s economy is 
mainly based on agriculture and was referred to as the 
breadbasket of Southern Africa because if a viable agricultural 
system. The crisis had its culmination in 2008 when the 
country was virtually importing everything and people faced 
starvation. In Hapana Kupindira (No to jumping of the Queue) in 
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Rukuvhute, Chirikure show that people were spending a lot 
of time queuing for food and other basic commodities;  

 
Ngatimire mumutaro 
Atanga kusvika newatevera zvichidaro 
Tozoona vanowana nevanoshaya 
Tose tiri pano tinodawo chingwa chacho 
Pamberi nekunzwisisa! (25) 
 
(Let us observe the queue 
Starting with the first to arrive and those who came 
later like that 
Then we will see who will get it 
Forward with understanding!) 
 
 
The government is blamed for introducing policies 

and programmes that do not improve the welfare of the 
ordinary people. Chief among them was the Economic 
Structural Adjustment Programme which was supported by 
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The 
effects of the programme were both immediate and sustained. 
Hammer and Raftopoulos (2003:6) note that the effects 
include an unprecedented increase in interest rates and 
inflation, a 65% fall in stock  market, deindustrialization 
precipitating a 40% decline in manufacturing causing 
company closure and massive job cut and u substantial 
decline in real wages and overall standards of living. 
Chirikure is bitter mainly on the lack of transparency, as the 
government did not explain to the public the rationale of 
adopting the programme. Everything was done clandestinely 
hence the poet`s use of the biblical allegory in which Abraham 
took his so Isaac to Mount Moria where he was supposed to 
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be offered as a sacrifice without his consent. He befittingly 
entitles the poem ‘’ Kunge Isaka naAbram’’ (Like Isaac and 
Abraham) in Rukuvhute. He says; 
 

  Madii kujekesa ndepiko kwatakananga kwacho? 
  Kune chii chaita kuti muronge sedimikira kudai? 
  Ndianiko ambokurotsai kuti rwendo rwacho urwu? 
  Inga zvinenge zvaIsaka naAbrama at Mount Moria! (20) 

 
 (Why can`t you be clear; where are we heading to? 
 What is the intention for doing your things secretly? 
 Who showed you the way? 
 It is like Isaac and Abraham at Mount Moria!  
 
 

The government is castigated for adopting capricious 
and detrimental tendencies to the cause of national 
development. The ESAP project had deleterious consequences 
to the future of the country. Apart from introducing 
misguided programmes, government officials are also critised 
for attending conferences both nationally and internationally 
that, instead of being used for developing the nation, are 
meant for self-enrichment. They are shown to endlessly 
engage in conferences that bring virtually nothing to improve 
the people`s lives. This is captured in the poem ‘’ 
Kumusangano Zvakare’’ (Yet to Another Conference) in 
Hakurarwi; 

 
 Rwendo runo takananga mhiri kuLondon 
 Kune musangano watichanogara 
 Tinenge tichironga mazano akadzam 
 Mazano atichanoshandisa pamusangano 
 Uchange uchizoteverwa nemumwezve 
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 (This time we are heading to London, 
 There is a big conference 
 Where we will make great plans 
 Plans we will use at another conference 
 Which will follow this one) 
 
As Chiwome (ibid, 106) notes, Chirikure derides 

follies and vices, especially those that impede fulfillment of 
the society`s expectations. 
 

Another issue raised by Chirikure is that of 
corruption and looting of national resources by the political 
leaders at the expense of the public. He warns of mass 
protests as the people will seek vengeance on the leaders. This 
is captured in ‘’ Pfumo Roruzhinji’’ in Rukuvhute; 
 

Akamuka nerweseri vamwe vakarara 
 Ndokuvhovhnyora mudura chinyarire ngaaubude pachena 
 Akanyahwaira vamwe vaenda kunhimbe   
 Ndokusara obata mwenga chibharo 
 Ngaasimuke timuone. (34) 
  

(He who secretly stole in the granary 
 Should come out in the open 
 He who sneaked from the communal party 
 And raped the bride should come into the open) 
 
 

In reality, there has been rampant looting of national 
resources by political leaders at the expense of the public. One 
of the most known scandals involving top cabinet ministers 
was the Willowvale Gate Scandal exposed by the Sandura 
Commission tasked to unearth the dirty dealings. The 
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commission`s 1989 report revealed incriminated five cabinet 
ministers and deputy ministers, three members of parliament 
and one senator of purchasing vehicles from Willowvale 
Motor Industry at low prices and selling them at exorbitant 
prices.  Long ago the President Robert Mugabe acknowledged 
this and warned his party members that people will one day 
rise against the system. He is quoted in Chinyowa (1994:86) 
whilst addressing the ZANU (PF) Central Committee in 1989 
to have said; 

 
The people no longer appreciate empty and hollow 
speeches. The want us to talk about things that are meant to 
improve their lives. 
 
 

Nzongola-Ntalaja (1992:13) describes the looting of national 
resources by African leaders as;  
 

The state has been likened to a warehouse where each 
member of this class collects his or her loot. Corruption, 
together with the adoption of misguide policies, have seen 
the country`s economy deteriorating to a moribund one. 
 
 
The fight for liberation of Zimbabwe, just like in other 

African, colonies had a cultural dimension as the colonial 
masters had put structures which ensured the African culture 
was denigrated to an extend that the Africans would lose 
believe in themselves making colonialism effective. Therefore 
the attainment of independence should have been 
accompanied by cultural renaissance by the African leaders. 
However, this is not so as in the case if post-independence 
Zimbabwe. In the poem ‘’Inongova Yes, Yes’’ in Rukuvhute the 
poet laments the predominant use of the English language at 
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the expense of African languages. As Chiwome(ibid, 114) 
notes in neo-colonial Zimbabwe English is the language of 
mass media, private affairs, political rallies, elitist religion, 
formal discussion, business and recreation despite the fact 
that  Shona and Ndebele, are spoken by about 90% of the 
population. He further notes that ironically the Shona people 
used their oral traditions to restore their humanity only to 
win the war and relegate them to peasant culture. 

 
Post-independence Zimbabwe is also characterised by 

massive repression of opposition political parties and civic 
groups including student movements. Sithole (1998) notes 
that the violent relationship between the country`s political 
parties started during the struggle for independence from 
colonial rule. This was both intra and inter-party fighting. 
This became worse after independence when the ruling 
ZANU party launched a crackdown in Matabeleland and 
parts of the Midlands provinces against the Ndebele –
speaking supporters of the Zimbabwe People`s Union 
(ZAPU) which was the opposition party. This was despite the 
fact that the two parties had fought alongside each other 
against colonial rule as the Patriotic Front. It was the same 
situation when the Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM) and 
the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) came into the 
political scene. This repression is described in the poem ‘’Utsi 
Hunokachidza’’ (Teargas) in Hakurarwi; 
 

Twuvana twukada kudziyirwa 
Kubvunza mibvunzo isina mhinduro 
Kuchemera chausina kuisa mudura 
Kunan`anidza kwakaenda pfuma 
Unovadira mvura  yemupombi huru 
Wozopedzisira neutsi hunokachidza 
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Kana ane shave unoona akupfugamira(33) 
 
(If the students have become too comfortable 
Asking unnecessary questions 
Asking for a share of the national cake 
Scrutinising where the resources are channeled to 
You hit them with water from pressure pumps 
Then you follow with teargas 
Even the most stubborn will succumb.) 

 
The government has no respect for freedom of 

expression, which is one of the most fundamental rights for 
humanity. Feltoe (2003:5) states that; 

 
Freedom of expression is one of the most precious of 
all freedoms and is a vitally important right and that 
it is an indispensable condition for a free and 
democratic society… Freedom of expression is 
universally recognized as a core value of society. 

 
Political events in post-independence Zimbabwe have 

shown that the political leaders in ZANU (PF) would rather 
drive the country into ruin rather than tolerate the opposition. 
To ensure that the opposition remains stifled, the politicians 
have introduced a system of patronage in which those who do 
not support the party are exclude from accessing national 
resources and are denied other rights and privileges they 
should enjoy as bonafide citizens of the country. This is what 
Chirikure condemns in ‘’Gwara’’ (The Way) in Rukuvhute; 
 

Aramba kutevedza gwara ngaaratidzwe 
Basa achaita rekurota 
Mari achaita yekuvhumuka 
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Mukadzi chichava chishuwo 
Imba ichava manhenda 
Zvemunda kana kutomborota!(37) 
(One who does not follow the way, should be shown 
the way 
He will not get employed 
Will never have access to money 
Will not get married 
Even owning a house 
Even land ownership will be a non-starter.) 

 
 

In reality, this has happened to the members of the 
opposition political parties who have been left out in national 
programmes like the land redistribution and as noted earlier 
on being accorded national hero status. 
 
THE WAY FORWARD 
In the end, the poet urges the oppressed people to fight for 
their own liberation against the political leaders who have 
failed them to realize the expectations if independence. In the 
poem’’Mbavha Ngaipondwe’’ (Let the Thief Be Killed) in 
Hakurarwi, Chirikure is puzzled by the people who remain 
passive whilst the ruling elite is busy looting the national 
resources. He is making a calling that the plunderers be met 
with justice as is done to ordinary thieves; 

 
Kana mbavha mbatwi dzichipondwa, 
Kubva mbavha ngaiponwe zvayo! 
Asi, ko uyo unoba makatarisa? 
Munomusiireiko akadaro uyo? 
Zvakare munotomunamata saMwari. (27) 
(If an ordinary thief is killed, 
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Then all the thieves should be killed! 
How about the one who steals in your presence? 
Why do you leave him like that?  
Above all, you worship him like God? 

 
 

Chirikure is quite clear that it is the political leaders who have 
failed the people. In ‘’Ndiwe Uri Mberi’’ (You Are The One Leading) in 
Chamupupuri, he urges the leaders not to mislead the people. This is 
vital in any struggle as one should be aware of his or her enemies. On 
this Achebe (1988:6-7) is quite clear; 
 

To answer oppression with appropriate resistance 
requires knowledge of two kinds: self-knowledge by 
the victim means in the first place an awareness that 
oppression exists, that the victim has fallen from a 
great height of glory of promise to present depths. 
Secondly, the victim must know his oppressors` 
name, not alias; not a pseudonym, not a nom de 
plume. 
 
In Hakurarwi, the poet show that the people`s patience 

has been overstretched and it is now time fight oppression; 
 

  Gore rino hakuvatwi 
  Tisina kuzvigadzirisa 
  Riya zuva wakatengesa, pfuma tikazvinyarara. 
  Nezuro wakapisa dura, tikazvinyarara 
  Nhasi woisa tsvina mutsime? 
  (This year we will not sleep, until we have resolved it 
  That day you sold our property, we remained silent 
  Yesterday you burnt the granary, we remained silent 
  Today you mess the well?) 
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This is the type of political education that is necessary for 
people to free themselves as Fanon (1967:159) points out; 

 
Political education means opening their minds (the 
oppressed) awakening them, and allowing them the 
birth of their intelligence as Cesaire said ‘’to invent 
their souls…’’. What this means is to try ruthlessly 
and passionately to teach the masses that everything 
starts depends on them, that if we stagnate it is their 
responsibility and that if we go it is due to them too… 
 
Therefore Chirikure`s poetry is typical revolutionary 

pedagogy aimed at freeing the oppressed people. The self-
aggrandizing leaders are warned that the people will rise 
against them. He is living to his role as writer who should 
fight oppression and all forms of injustices in his society. 
Lindfors (2002:318) quotes the Nigerian writer Kole Omotoso 
describing the role of the African writers in the contemporary 
society as; 

 
…he should act as a conscience, a conscience that 
can keep on saying ‘’No! No! No!’’ to any evil that 
exists in society. Even if nobody listens he should be 
able to keep on saying ‘’No!’’ as long as he is 
alive…he must never get used to evil. 

 
 

This is the stance that Chirikure adopts; an uncompromising 
and relentless attack on the political leaders who are failing to 
deliver to the people as expected with the attainment of 
independence. 
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CONCLUSION 
This discussion has shown that Chirikure`s poetry is quite 
relevant and influential as far as Zimbabwe`s history and 
politics is concerned. He begins by exploring how diabolic 
and racist the colonial regime was before moving on to 
deconstruct the myths fabricated by the political leaders about 
how the liberation struggle was waged. He then makes a 
scathing attack on the post-independence leadership for 
adopting and implementing policies detrimental to national 
development. In the end, he urges people to fight for change 
of political leadership as the remedy to the problems they are 
facing. 
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